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We investigate (m. n, k, A,, &)-divisible difference sets in an abelian group 
admitting - 1 as a multiplier. For the reversible case, we show that this assumption 
implies severe restrictions on the structure of divisible difference sets. In particular, 
if (2, - &)n + k - 1, is not a square, we prove that all the corresponding divisible 
difference sets can be constructed by using certain partial difference sets. Also, we 
determine the structure of reversible divisible difference sets if a Sylow subgroup of 
G is cyclic. As a consequence, we completely characterize all reversible divisible 
difference sets in cyclic groups. Finally, the case that - 1 is a weak multiplier is 
studied and restrictions on the parameters are obtained. In fact, we show that n 
must be a power of 2. c) 1992 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group of order mn with a subgroup N of order n. A 
k-element subset D of G is called an (m, n, k, 1,) &)-divisible dljjference set 
(or, in short, an (m, n, k, II,, A,)-DDS) in G relative to N if the expressions 
d, d; ‘, for d, and d2 in D with d, # d,, represent each element in G\N 
exactly 1, times and each nonidentity element in N exactly A, times (see 
[l, 2, 6, 8, 12, 141). From [6], we learn that divisible difference sets are 
equivalent to group divisible designs with a regular automorphism group. 
Given a group G with a subgroup N, it is obvious that G, G\(g), G\Ng, 
(G\Ng)u (gj, Ng, Ng\{gl, (8) and 0 are divisible difference sets in G 
relative to N. We call these examples trivial. Following the definitions in 
[2], a nontrivial (m, n, k, il,, A,)-DDS D is called proper if 1, # ;1,, m # 1, 
n # 1, and 2, # 0, 2k - mn. Also, D is called nondegenerate if k - A, # 0. If 
2, = A,, m = 1, or n = 1, then D is just an ordinary difference set in G. If 
&=O (resp. AZ= 2k -mn), then D (resp. G\D) is a difference set in N. 
Finally, if k - IE i = 0, then D is a preimage of a difference set in G/N under 
the natural epimorphism G -+ G/N. For detailed descriptions of difference 
sets, please consult [3, 93. 
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For an arbitrary integer t and any subset D of G, we define Dtr) = 
{g’ ( gE D>. The integer t is called a multiplier of D if DC0 is a translate of 
D (i.e., D (I) = Dg for some gG G). We call t a strong multiplier of D if 
DCr) = D; on the other hand, if t fixes no translate of D (i.e., (Dg)“‘# Dg 
for all gE G), then t is called a weak multiplier. If D admits - 1 as a strong 
multiplier, then D is called reversible.’ Two reversible DDSs D, and D, are 
called equivalent if D, is a translate of D,. In this paper, we follow 
Ma [12] and Arasu, Jungnickel, and Pott [2] on the study of divisible 
difference sets in abelian groups with multiplier - 1. 
In Section 2, we list some basic results. The case when (lb1 - &)n + 
k - %, is not a square is investigated in Section 3. We prove that, in this 
situation, all nontrivial reversible DDSs can be constructed by using 
certain partial difference sets. The case when k-1, is not a square is 
investigated in Section 4. In Section 5, the structure of all reversible DDSs 
in abelian groups with cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups are determined. As a con- 
sequence, we completely characterize all reversible DDSs in cyclic groups. 
Cyclic Sylow p-subgroups for odd prime p will be studied in Section 6. In 
Section 7, we study the case that - 1 is a weak multiplier. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In the study of difference sets, we often make use of some suitable group 
rings. Let R be a commutative ring with identity 1. For a subset S of G, 
we define S=CgEs g. We use the notation S = 0 if S is empty. Also, for 
Y=C ge o ug g in R[G], we define yet) = CgE o ug g’ where t is an arbitrary 
integer. With these notations, we find that the existence of divisible 
difference sets in G is equivalent to the existence of certain particular 
solutions of an equation in E[G] (or CCC]). 
LEMMA 2.1. A subset D of G is an (m, n, k, L,, A,)-DDS in G relative to 
N if and only if 
i56’-‘)=n,G+(~,-n,)m+(k-n,). (2.1) 
Furthermore, if D is reversible i.e., DC-‘) = D, then the equation can be 
rewritten as 
(2.2) 
From now on, we fix the following notations: G is an abelian group of 
order mn, N is a subgroup in G of order n, G* is the group of characters 
on G, and xc is the principal character on G. For every character x E G*, 
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the induced homomorphism from CCC] to @ is also denoted by x. Finally, 
for any subgroup H of G, we define H 1 = {x E G* 1 x is principal on H}. 
LEMMA 2.2. A subset D of G is an (m, n, k, I,, A,)-DDS in G relative to 












In the following, we list some results which will be useful in the discussion 
later. 
THEOREM 2.3 (Ma [ 121; Arasu, Jungnickel, and Pott [2]). Let D be 
an (m, n, k, A,, ,I,)-DDS with multiplier - 1. Then at least one of the 
parameters (2, - &)n + k - A, and k - 1, is a square. Also, the following 
assertions hold 
(i) If a prime p divides the square-free part of (I., - A,)n + k - A, then 
misapowerofpandp=lmod4. 
(ii) If a prime p divides the square-free part of k - AI, then n is a 
power of p and p = 2 or p’- 1 mod 4. Furthermore, if D is reversible, then 
p = 2. 
Remark. By Theorem 7.3, we shall see that p = 1 mod 4 is impossible in 
case (ii) of Theorem 2.3. That is, whenever p is a prime divisor of the 
square-free part of k - 1,) p must be 2. 
THEOREM 2.4 (Ma [ 121; Arasu, Jungnickel, and Pott [2]). Zf D is a 
reversible (m, n, k, I,, A,)-DDS and t is an integer relatively prime to mn, 
then DC”‘= D. Furthermore, ty both (1, -&)n+k-1, and k-1, are 
squares, then DC” = D. 
Let H be a group of order m and U be an h-element subset of H. U is 
called an (m, h, ~1, fi)-partial difference set in H if the expressions d, d; ‘, for 
d, and d2 in U with d, # dz, represent each nonidentity element in H\U 
exactly c1 times and each nonidentity element in U exactly CI + 1 times. In 
fact, U is an (m, h, CI, j?)-partial difference set in H if and only if 
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where y=h-a-j? if ~EU and y=h-a if I$U. Moreover, from [lo, 
Theorem 2.21, if /? # 0, then UC-” = U and 
O’= aB+ DC?+ y. 
We refer the reader to [ 10, 11, 131 for a detailed investigation of partial 
difference sets and related topics. 
THEOREM 2.5 (Arasu, Jungnickel, and Pott [2, Proposition 7.3)). Let 
H = G/N, U be an (m, h, CI, - 1 )-partial difference set in H with 1 4 U, and 
p: G -+ H be the natural epimorphism. Then D = p ~ ‘[ U] v { 1 } is a 
reversible (m, 2, 2h + 1, 2h, 2cr)-DDS in G relative to N. Moreover, up 
to complementation and equivalence, every proper reversible DDS with 
k - A, = 1 arises in this way. 
Let p be an odd number and D be a reversible (m, n, k, A,, ,I,)-DDS in 
G relative to N. Let us denote (p - 1)/2 by a. Then we have 
626+1=[~zC+(~1-12)~+k-~“,]“~ 
,mn+(I,-A,)n+k-A,]“- [(AI-&)+k-A,]“] kG 
-- 
+f CC(n,-n,)n+k-~,I”-(k-~,)“I ND+(k-A,)“4. (2.3) 
LEMMA 2.6. Let p be an odd prime such that p I m and p J n. If there 
exists a proper reversible (m, n, k, I,, I,)-DDS in G relative to N, then either 
p I k-A, or p ( (A,-R,)n+k-A,. 
Proof: Assume p j k - 1,. We are going to show p 1 (A, - &)n + k - II,. 
By (2.3), we obtain 
nB(P) = aG + (b - c) iViJ + ncD mod P, (2.4) 
where b= [(A,-A,)lt+k-A,]” and c=(k-I,)‘. For any gEG\G(P), by 
comparing the elements of Ng in (2.4), we have 
[a+(b-c)INgnDl]Ng+ncNgnD-Omodp. (2.5) 
Since nc f 0 mod p, 
NgnD= Ng 
if gEDn(G\GCP’) 
0 if g E (G\GCP’)\D. 
Without loss of generality, let us assume IDI < mn/2. Since IG\G”“I > 
mn/2, we have (G\GCP’)\D # 0. Thus there exists at least one element g in 
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(G\G(J’))\D. Since INgn D) =O, by counting the coefficients of (2.5), we 
have a = 0 mod p. 
Since D is not proper, D cannot be contained in the subgroup Go’) of G. 
Hence D n (G\G(J’)) # @. Now, choose g from D n (G\G@‘). Since 
INg n Dj = n, by counting the coefficients of (2.5), we have nb E 0 mod p 
which impliesp 1 (Al-R,)n+k-A,. 1 
Finally, we recall a lemma which is a simple application of the Fourier 
Inversion Formula. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let y E Z[G]. 
(i) If u=O for all XcG*\N’, then y=nz for some ZEZ[G]. 
(ii) Let p be a prime divisor of IGI. If the Sylow p-subgroup of G is 
cyclic and xy - 0 mod p for all nonprincipal characters XEG*, then 
y = pz, + Pzz for some zIr z2 E h[G] where P is the unique subgroup in G of 
order p. 
Proof. This is a particular case of [ 12, Lemma 3.11. 1 
3. (A,-&)n+k-A, Is NOT A SQUARE 
In this section, we study reversible divisible difference sets with 
parameter (A, -&)n +k-A, not a square. By Theorem 2.3, m is a power 
of an odd primep=lmod4 and (1,-A,)n+k-A,=~2p where j? is an 
integer. Let [ be a primitive mnth root of unity and cr be an automorphism 
in Gal(Q([)/Q) such that u & = - &. We fix an integer o relatively 
prime to mn such that o[ = C”. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let D be a reversible (m, n, k, A,, I,)-DDS in G relative to 
N, p: G + GIN be the natural epimorphism, and 6: @[Cl + @[G/N] be the 
homomorphic extension of p. If (A, - A,)n + k - A, is not a square, then 
pii + J?B@‘) = a TN (3.1) 
[ 86 - fiB(w’]2 = bm - b ?$%t, (3.2) 
where a, b are integers. 
Proof: Let x’ be a character of G/N. Note that x = x’ 0 p is a character 
of G and x is principal on N. Hence 
x’( pD) = XD = +&/i if x’#xb 
k if xl= x: 
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x’( gp’) = 0(x@ = 
i 
TBJ;; if x’#xL 
k if x’ = xi,, 
where XL is the principal character on G/N. It is obvious that x’(fiD + 
@‘w’) = 0 and [ x’( fiB - fia(w’)] 2 = 4p2p f or every nonprincipal character 
x’. The lemma follows by the Fourier Inversion Formula. 1 
Arasu, Jungnickel, and Pott [2, Theorem 7.41 have shown that if a 
reversible (m, n, k, Ai, I”,)-DDS exists in G such that k - A1 = 1 and 
(;1, - A,)n + k - 2, is not a square, then (m, n, k, A,, A,) = (m, 2, m, m - 1, 
(m - 1)/2), where m = p2’+’ for a prime p E 1 mod 4. In the following, we 
improve their result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Zf a reversible (m, n, k, A,, i,)-DDS exists in G such 
that (A,-I,)n+k-A, is not a square, then (m,n,k,A,,&)= 
(m, 2, m, m - 1, (m - 1)/2) where m = p2”+ ’ for a prime p = 1 mod 4. 
Proof It suffices to show that k-2, = 1. Let D = A+ B, where 
AnA’““=@ and B’““=B. Note that A’-“=A and B’-“=B. 
Since ~(2 - A’“‘) = x(D - D(*‘)) = 0 for all x # N I, we have 2 - A(W) = 
a,Ng,+ ... + g,Rg, where C(~ = f 1 and Ng,, . . . . Ng, are distinct cosets of 
N (by Lemma 2.7(i)). Since A n A’“‘= 0, A must be a union of cosets of 
N.S~wehaveA=NCwhereC=(g,Icr~=l}.Notethat ICl<(m-1)/2 
because A n AtW) = 0. 
Let p: G -+ G/N be the natural epimorphism and c’ = pCc G/N. 
Obviously, C’ = C’-‘), C’ n C’(O) = 0, and 1 4 C’. By (3.2), we have 
[C’-~f(w)]2=b’m-b’~N 
for some integer b’. By counting the coefficients of the identity on both 
sides, we get JCJ = 1 C’( = b’((m - 1)/2). So 6’ = 1 and (Cl = (m - 1)/2. It 
follows that c + c”“‘= m-1 and J+,$“‘=G-fl. Now, Bmust be a 
subset of N. By (3.1), we have n( G/N - 1) + 2 I BI = a G/N. Hence a = n and 
IBI = n/2. 
Finally, ,B = i [x4 + ~4’~‘] = f dm if x $ N I. We find that B is 
an (n, n/2, n/2 -k + A,)-difference set in N. However, no such difference set 
exists except when n = 2 and n/2 - k + 1, = 0. Therefore, k - A, = 1. I 
By Theorems 2.5 and 3.2, we have the following conclusion. 
COROLLARY 3.3. There exists a reversible (m, n, k, A,, A,)-DDS D in G 
relative to N such that (A, - &)n + k - A, is not a square tfand only zfn = 2, 
m=P2”+1 for a prime p = 1 mod 4 and there exists an (m, (m - 1)/2, 
(m - 1)/4, -I)-partial difference set U in G/N with 1 4 U. 
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As a consequence of Corollary 3.3, one would like to ask when an 
cm, cm - 1 )P, (m - 1)/4, -I)- partial difference set exists with m = p2’+ ’ for 
a prime p E 1 mod 4. It is well-known that partial difference sets with these 
parameters exist in the elementary abelian group E4(p2”+ ‘) (e.g., see 
[lo]). However, we have no example of partial difference sets with these 
parameters in other abelian groups of order p2*+ ‘. 
LEMMA 3.4 (Ma [ 10, Lemma 5.41). Let K = (g) be a cyclic group of 
order p’ and y=xTl-O’ a,g’E Z[K]. Zf y’=6K+py +y such that A = 
8’ + 4y is not a square, then, for 0 < i < p’, we have 
1 w3+Jm ai=- - 
2 ( 
- 
P’ - Pi > 
where k = CTlp0’ ai and pi = p’1g.c.d. (i, p’). 
THEOREM 3.5. If there exists an (m, (m - 1)/2, (m - 1)/4, -1)-partial 
difference set U in an abelian group H with 16 U and m = p’“’ ’ for a prime 
p E 1 mod 4, then the exponent of H cannot exceed p”+ ‘. 
Proof: Suppose the exponent of H is p’. Let K= (g) be a cyclic sub- 
group in H of order p’. Let p: H + K be a projection and 6: @[HI + @[K] 







By Lemma 3.4, we have a, = i ( i2’+ 1 PI + p”+ I - ‘) which is an integer. It 
forces t<s+ 1. 1 
By Theorem 3.5, if H is cyclic, then s = 0, i.e., the order of H is p. 
Without loss of generality, let H = 27,. In this case, it is obvious that, up 
to complementation, the only possible nontrivial partial difference set U 
with 0 Q! U is the set of nonzero quadratic residues modulo p (for a proof, 
please see [ 101). 
COROLLARY 3.6. Suppose G contains a nontrivial cyclic Sylow p-subgroup 
for an odd prime p. Up to complementation and equivalence, the following are 
all reversible (m, n, k, I,, ,I,)-DDSs in G, where (I,, - &)n + k - A, is not a 
square: 
G=Z, and D={O)u{t{t-t’modp for some t’EC} 
where p = 1 mod 4 and C is the set of nonzero quadratic 
residues module p. Note that D is a reversible (p, 2, p, p - 1, 
(p- 1)/2)-DDS in G relative to N= (0, p). 
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4. k-A, Is NOT A SQUARE 
In this section, we study the reversible divisible difference sets such that 
k - Ai is not a square. By Theorem 2.3, n is a power of 2 and k - 1, = 2y2, 
where y is an integer. Let i be an mnth root of unity. Choose CJE 
Gal(Q([)/Q) such that 0 $ = - 4. We fix an integer v relatively prime 
to mn such that a[ = [“. 
Similar to Section 3, if D is an (m, n, k, ;I,, &)-reversible divisible 
difference set in G relative to N, then 
{ 
0 if x$N’ 
x@+D”‘)= +2&I-A,)n+kA, if x~Nl\{~~j 
2k if x = xe 
and 
where x, is the principal character on G. By the Fourier Inversion For- 
mula, we obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let D be a reversible (m, n, k, 1,) I.,)-DDS in G relative to 
N. Zf k - 2, is not a square, then 
[D+bl”]‘=; [(/I, -A,)n+k-%,]R+4A,G (4.1) 
(4.2) 
where v is the integer defined above. 
There is a conjecture that no reversible (m, n, k, A,, A,)-DDS exists if 
k--A, is not a square (see [2, lo]). By [2, Theorem 5.61, we have some 
nonexistence results. In the following, we give one more nonexistence 
result. First. we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2 (Ma [ 12, Theorem 4.41). Suppose D is a reversible 
(m, n, k, A,, A,)-DDS in an abelian group with a nontrivial cyclic Sylow 
p-subgroup for an odd prime p. Zf p 1 k - A,, then D is trivial. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let p be a prime. Zf G contains a nontrivial cyclic Sylow 
p-subgroup and k - 1, is not a square, then no reversible (m, n, k, A,, A,)- 
DDS exists in G. 
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ProoJ Assume that there is a reversible (m, n, k, /1,, A,)-DDS D in G 
relative to N where k - A1 is not a square. It is obvious that D is proper. 
By [2, Theorem 5.61, the Sylow 2-subgroup of G cannot be cyclic. It 
suffices to consider the case that p is an odd prime divisor of m. By 
Lemmas 2.6 and 4.2, we know that p 1 (1, -&)n+ k -1,. 
By using the equation k2=&mn+.(L1 -&)n+k-A,, we have p I k. 
Hence ~(6 + DC”‘) = 0 mod p for all character x of G. By Lemma 2.7(ii), 
D+D”‘=py+Fz, (4.3) 
where y, ZE Z[G] and P is the unique subgroup of order p in G. Let 
gE P\{ 1). Multiplying (1 - g) by (4.3), we get 
(1 -g)(D+iY”‘)=p(l -g)y. (4.4) 
However, the coefficients of (1 - g)(n + 8’“)) are 0, + 1, and + 2. Since k 1 
and k2 cannot be multiples of p, (1 - g)(D + b(“)) = 0. By (4.1), we have 
;[(;i,-l,)nfki,](l-g)F=(l-g)(d+D”’)’=O. 
Since g$N, we have (1-g)N#O. So (A,-A,)n+k-A,=O. Again, by 
(4.1), we have 
D + D(V) = AG 
where J. = 0, 1, or 2. The case II = 1 is impossible because the coefficient of 
the identity element in D + B”’ must be either 0 or 2. However, if A= 0 or 
2, then D is trivial. 1 
5. CYCLIC SYLOW 2-SUBGROUPS 
In this section, we assume that the Sylow 2-subgroup of G is cyclic. 
Suppose there exists a nontrivial reversible (m, n, k, A,, A,)-DDS D in G 
relative to N. Ma [12, Theorem 4.31 shows that if n is even, then 
k - ,J, = 1. Combining this with Theorem 2.5, we conclude that n = 2 and 
D is constructed by using a partial difference set. Therefore, it remains for 
us to investigate the case when n is odd. 
Since D is nontrivial and 12 is odd, we immediately know that m and AZ 
are even. By (2.2), we obtain the congruence relation 
~rc2)=A,m+(k-l,) mod 2. (5.1) 
Based on the parities of k and I,, we study the problem separately. In the 
following, we denote the unique element in G of order 2 by g. 
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LEMMA 5.1. If n is odd and 1, is even, then only trivial reversible 
(m, n, k, ;I,, /22)-DDSs exist in G. 
Proof: If k is even, then (5.1) becomes DC” E 0 mod 2. Since the Sylow 
2-subgroup of G is cyclic, for every h E G I*), the equation x2 = h has exactly 
2 solutions (if .Y = h, is a solution, then x = gh, is another solution). Hence 
D must be of the form (1 + g)A where A c G. By counting the number of 
solutions of d, d; ’ = g in D x D, we have k = 1,. But this implies D = G 
and hence it is trivial. 
If k is odd, then (5.1) becomes D(*’ E 1 mod 2. Hence D is of the form 
(l+g)A,+g, whereA,cG\(l,gJ andg,E(l,gI.Similartotheargu- 
ment above, we have k = i2 + 1. Without loss of generality, we assume k 6 
mn/2. Hence k’ > lznzn 2 2k(k - 1) which gives US k 6 2. That is, k = 1 and 
D is trivial. 1 
If n, i, , and k are odd, then (5.1) becomes B’*’ = m mod 2. Hence 
d=(l+g)A+B+g(N-B), (5.2) 
where A c G\(Nu Ng) and B c N. Let p: G + G’ = G/(g) be the natural 
epimorphism. Let N’ = pN and A’ = pA. Then 
4~“+4A’N’+W’2=2;/2G’+(~,-~2)~‘+k-;1,, (5.3) 
Note that A” ‘) = A’ and [A’1 = IAl. By comparing the coefficient of the 
identity element in (5.3), we get 4 IAl +n=21,+(I,-A,)+k-E,,, i.e., 
,I2 = 2 [Al. Also, by adding all coefficients of elements in G’\N’ in (5.3), we 
have 4((A12- [Al)+4 IAl n>,212 IG’\N’I. That is 
IAl a?-2n+ 1. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume mn/2 > k = 2 I Al + n. By these 
two inequalities, we find that m < 6. Since m is even, m = 2 or 4. However, 
it is clear that m # 2. (Otherwise, G = N u Ng and A = 0. This implies 
I, = 0 which is impossible.) Summarizing the results above, we obtain that 
m=4, k=2 IAl +n, and &=2 (A(. 
Let h be a generator of the Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Since m = 4, it is 
obvious that o(h) = 4 and G is a direct product of (h) and N. 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose there is a nontrivial reversible (m, n, k, A,, A,)-DDS 
D in G relative to N. If n, A,, and k are odd, then, up to complementation 
and equivalence, D is of the form ((h)\{l})u(N\{l}) and 
(m,n,k,A,,&)=(4,n,n+2,n-2,2) (or (4,n,3n-2,3n-6,2n-2) for 
the complement). 
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Proof. For every nonprincipal character x’ of N, there exists a character 
XEG* such that xlN=x’ and xg= -1. By (5.2) 
fB=ixD= +tJiq. 
Hence B is a reversible difference set in N. Since n is odd, B must be trivial, 
i.e., B=N, N\(l), 1 or 0. If B=N or 0, then k-A,=O. It means that 
D is degenerate. Since there is no nontrivial reversible difference set in any 
group with a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup (see [9]), D is trivial. 
For B=N\{l} or {1}, we have k - A, = 4. By the equation k2 = I,mn + 
(A, - A,)n + k - 1,) we deduce that IA( = n - 1 or 1. Up to complementa- 
tion, we may assume JAJ = 1. Since DC-” = D, A must be either h or h3. 
Thus D is of the form ((h)\(l})u(N\(l)) or its translate 
h2L-Kh>\{*~~u W\{l))l. I 
If n, ;i, are odd and k is even, then (5.1) becomes 8’*’ = i%- 1 mod 2. 
Hence 
D=(l +g)A,+B,+g(&B,-1), (5.4) 
where A i c [G\(N u Ng)] u ( 1, g} and B, c N\ { 1). As before, we have 
46;2+4A’(~‘-l)+(A7’-1)2=2~2G’+(+~2)~’+k-/l,, (5.5) 
where A; =pA,. Using the same argument as in the case that both k and 
~,areodd,wecanshowthatm=2or4,k=2IA,I+n-l,andil2=2IA,I. 
LEMMA 5.3. Zf n, 1, are odd and k is even, then only trivial reversible 
(m, n, k, A,, A,)-DDSs exist in G. 
Proof: If m=2, then G=NuNg and IAil =0 or 1. We have already 
seen that IA i 1 = 0 is impossible if D is nontrivial. If IA i ( = 1, then by the 
equation k* = ;i,mn + (2, - R,)n + k - A,, we obtain 1, = n and k - 1, = 1. 
By Theorem 2.5, no proper reversible DDS exists with k - 2, = 1 and n 
odd. Hence D is trivial because no nontrivial reversible difference set exists 
in G and N. 
If m = 4, then A ;’ c N’. By adding up all the coefficients of elements in 
G’\N’ in (5.5): we have 
Both cases are impossible if D is nontrivial. i 
Combining all the results, we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 5.4. Suppose the Sylow 2-subgroup of G is cyclic. Up to com- 
plementation and equivalence, the followng are all nontrivial reversible DDSs 
D in G: 
(i) D=p~‘[U]u(l}, where n=INI=2, p:G+G/N is the natural 
epimorphism and U is an (m, h, LX, -1)-partial difference set in G/N with 
14 U. In this case, (m, n, k, A,, A,) = (m, 2, 2h + 1, 2h, 2~). 
(ii) D=((h)\(li)u(N\il)L h w ere G is a direct product of (h ) 
and N, o(h)=4 and n=jNI is odd. in this case, (m,n,k,A,,&)= 
(4,n,n+2,n-2,2). 
Remark. Theorem 5.4 provides a complete characterization of revers- 
ible DDSs in abelian groups with a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup. 
Finally, we give a complete list of reversible difference sets in cyclic 
groups. 
COROLLARV 5.5. Up to complementation and equivalence, the following 
are all nontrivial reversible DDSs in cyclic groups: 
(i) G= J!, where p is an odd prime with p = 1 mod 4. D = (0) v 
{t 1 t = t’ mod p for some t’ E C}, where C is the set of nonzero quadratic 
residues modulo p. In this case, D is a reversible (p, 2, p, p - 1, (p - 1)/Z)- 
DDS in G relative to N = (0, p}. 
(ii) G=Z,, where n is an odd number. D = {n, 2n, 3n) u 
{ 4, 8, . . . . 4(n - l)}. In this case, D is a reversible (4, n, n + 2, n - 2, 2)-DDS 
in G relative to N= (0, 4, 8, . . . . 4(n- 1)). 
Proof. The corollary follows from Theorem 5.4. For case (i), by [ 10, 
Corollary 7.41, we know that only partial difference sets constructed from 
quadratic residues have the required parameters. 1 
6. CYCLIC SYLOW ~-SUBGROUPS FOR ODD PRIME p 
The main objective of this section is to investigate proper nondegenerate 
reversible DDSs in an abelian group G which consists a cyclic Sylow p-sub- 
group P for some odd prime p. So unless otherwise stated, P is assumed as 
above. Let D be a reversible (m, n, k, A,, A,)-DDS in G relative to N. By 
Proposition 4.3, if D is proper, then k-A, is a square. For the case 
(A, - ,I,)n + k - I, is not a square, Corollary 3.6 says that D can only exist 
when G is a cyclic group of order 2p and N is the unique subgroup of order 
2. Thus, we can concentrate on the case when both k- 1, and 
(A, - &)n + k - il, are squares. Our main result is stated in Theorem 6.2. 
To construct some of these DDSs, we have the following observation. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1 (Ma [12, Construction 2.2(ii)]). Suppose there exist 
a reoersible (n, kO, A,)-difference set B in N and a reversible 
(4u2, 2u2 -u, u2 - u)-difference set (a Menon’s difference set [7 J) C in K. 
Then 
D = [Bx (K\C)] u [(N\B) x C] 
is a reversible divisible difference set in G = N x K relative to N with 
parameters m = 4u2, n, k = 2u*n -t 2k,u - un, I, = (2u2 - u)(n - 2kO) + 
4u*&, and 2, = u2n - un + 2k,u. 
EXAMPLE. Let N be an abelian group with a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup 
and B= { 11. (Note that it is well known that only trivial reversible dif- 
ference sets exist in an abelian group with a cyclic Sylow subgroup.) Next, 
we simply take any abelian group K such that a Menon’s difference set C 
exists in K and p does not divide IKl. Then by the above proposition, 
~=C(l)x(K\C)luC(N\(l))xCl is a proper nondegenerate reversible 
DDS in G = N x K where the Sylow p-subgroup of G is cyclic. 
This example is extremely important, as we shall show that when p > 3, 
all other examples are “basically” slight variations of this and that the 
parameters are of the same form. In fact, we shall prove the following. 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose D is a proper nondegenerate reversible 
(m, n, k, I,, A,)-DDS in an abelian group G relative to N and that G contains 
a nontrivial cyclic Sylow p-subgroup P for an odd prime p. Suppose P c N. 
Then G is an internal direct product of N and K where K is a subgroup of 
G. Moreover, 
(I) there exists a Menon’s difference set C in K such that 
D=(NC\{g,x I x~C})u {g,x I ~EK\C}, 
where g, E N. 
(II) Up to complementation, 
(m, n, k, A,, AZ) = (4u*, n, 2u*n - un + 2u, (n - 2)(2u2 - u), u*n + 2u - un). 
Remark. Note that the condition P c N is not restrictive as we shall 
prove in Proposition 6.4 that if D is proper and nondegenerate, then PC N 
when p > 3. 
Before we start proving the theorem, we shall introduce some ter- 
minologies that will be used in the rest of this section. Let us denote the 
unique subgroups of index p in G and N by G’ and N’, respectively. 
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Also, we fix a generator x for the cyclic Sylow p-subgroup P. Clearly, 
D = Up:: Dix’ where Dls are subsets of G’. 
LEMMA 6.3. 
(i) Di=D, for i= 1, 2, ..,, p- 1. 
(ii) Dlxp = D,. 
(iii) 0:’ = D, and Di” = D, for all t relatively prime to mn. In par- 
ticular, ID, and ID, are both integers for any character x on G. 
ProoJ: Without loss of generality, assume JD, 1 > (Di 1 for 
i = 1, 2, . . . . p - 1. For any g E D1, we can write g = hxCP where p 1 o(h) and 
c E Z. Observe that gx = hxcP + ’ ED and it is a generator of the subgroup 
(hx). Since D (‘) = D for any t relatively prime to mn, every generator of 
(hx) must also lie in D. It follows that gx’E D for any i relatively prime 
to p. In particular, we have gx’ E D for any 1 Q i < p - 1 and gxp + ’ ED. 
These prove (i) and (ii). The first statement of (iii) follows easily from (i), 
(ii), and the fact that D(I) = D. The last statement is obvious. 1 
Now, we can write b = Do +4,(x + x2 + . . + xpP ‘). Substituting into 
(2.2), we immediately get 
6;+(p-l)q=~,G’+(+~,)Nn++k-/l, (6.1) 
26,&x + (p - 2) qx = &G’x + (a, -/I,) Nn. (6.2) 
PROPOSITION 6.4. If p > 3 and D is proper nondegenerate, then P c N. 
Proof: Suppose P $ N. Then obviously x4 N, N c G’, and 
N n G’x = @. Therefore (6.2) becomes 
- - 
2D,D,+(p-2)6;=&G’. (6.3) 
By Lemma 6.3, we have D:-“=D,. So, by comparing the coeflicients of 
the identity in (6.3), we obtain (p-2) ID,1 6A2. Since 2 ID,1 ID,( + 
(p-2) lD,I’=A, [G’l, we have 
2 I&I + (P - 2) ID,1 2 (P -2) F-7. (6.4 1 
(note that ID,1 #O; otherwise D would be improper.) If we replace D by 
DC = G\D which is also a proper reversible DDS in G relative to N, then 
clearly DC= (G’\D,)u Up:,’ (G’\D,) xi. By using a similar argument, we 
also have 
2 lG’\D,I +(~-2) IG’\D,I >(P-2) IG’I. (6.5) 
Combining (6.4) and (6.5), we then have p 2 2(p - 2). Thus p < 3. 1 
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Remark. The case p = 3 remains open. It is not clear if P c N, but we 
believe that no proper reversible DDS would exist if P $ N. 
From now on, we shall always assume P c N and hence N n G’ = N’. As 
NX = N, it follows that N n G’x = (N n G’)x = N’x. Therefore (6.2) 
becomes 
- - 
20,0, + (p - 2) Bf = l,G’ + (1, -&) rn’. (6.6) 
Combining (6.1) and (6.6) we get 
(&,-D,)*=k+. (6.7) 
For convenience, we shall denote the natural projection from G’ to Cl/N’ 
by P. 
To explain some motivations of what we shall do, let us go back to the 
example given earlier. It is easy to see in that example, the corresponding 
D, and D, are respectively [ (N’\( 1) ) x C J u [ ( 1 > x K\C] and N’ x C. 
Therefore, the projection of D, is a Menon’s difference set C. Surprisingly, 
similar situation happens in general, i.e., pD, is a Menon’s difference set. 
LEMMA 6.5. D, = U;=, N’x;, where N’x,, . . . . N’x, are distinct N’ cosets. 
Proof: By applying finite Fourier transform, it suffices to show that 
xDl = 0 for all x E G’*\N’l. Suppose xDl #O. Applying the ring 
homomorphism x to (6.6) and (6.7), we get 
2~&+(p-2)~&=0 and xD,-x4, = &J&q. 
Consequently, we have pxi7, = _+2 dm. As ~6, is an integer by 
Lemma 6.3, p 1 k-A,. So by Lemma 4.2, this implies-D is trivial which 
contradicts the assumption that D is proper. 1 
LEMMA 6.6. pD, is a reversible difference set in G’IN’. 
Proof: Observe that pD, is reversible follows easily from Lem- 
ma 6.3(iii). To show that pD, is a difference set, we only need to prove that 
lxd, 1 is the same for every nontrivial character x E N”, since any character 
on G’IN’ induces a character on G’ which is principal on N’. Again 
applying x to (6.6) and (6.7), we get 
2x&xD, + (p - 2) xDT = (1, - 1,) n/p and ~4, - ~6, = + Jm. 
These imply that 
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However, D is nontrivial implies p/k - 2,. This forces either p divides 
IJm-J(A,-R,)n+k-A,/ or IJ=+J(1,-&)n+k--I,I but 
not both. Since jxD,J is an integer, it can only take the same value for 
every nontrivial character x E N”. 1 
Remark. So far, we have not yet proved that pD, is a Menon’s dif- 
ference set. However, pD, # G’/N’ or $3 (otherwise D would be improper). 
Therefore, we have 
for some b # 0. 
Di = &’ + bfl’ (6.8) 
Let us write B, = m’(x, + ... +.u,) where x,, . . . . X, are as in Lemma 6.5. 
Furthermore, we can write D, = C;z; Ajxi, where A, c N’ for i = 1, . . . . r + s 
and {x1, . . . . xr+=} is the complete set of N’ coset representatives in G’. 
(Note that as we have remarked earlier, r > 0.) The next lemma tell us 
more about A;s. 
LEMMA 6.7. Lef n’ = (N’( = n/p. Then /Ai/ = n’ - 1 for i = 1, . . . . r and 
IAil= for i=r+l,...,r+s. 
ProoJ: By (6.7), we have 
2 (N’\A,)xi- rs Jix, ‘=k-R,. 1 (6.9) i=l r=r+l 
For convenience, let us write (N’\Ai) by Bj for 1 <i< r and A, by Bi for 
r+ 1 ,<i<r+s. We shall show that all IBi( = 1. 
Since D, and D, are both reversible, we can assume (Xi I 1 Q id rf and 
(xi 1 r + 1 6 id r + s> are reversible. It is now clear that the left hand side 
of (6.9) is equal to 
(Note that B!-” = B, whenever xixj = 1 because Dip” = Do.) By com- 
paring the coefficients of elements in N’\{ 1 } with that on the right hand 
side of (6.9), we see that ] BiJ d 1 for 1 d i < r + s. 
After multiplying (6.6) by 6, and combining the resulting equation with 
(6.8), we immediately get 
2bB, .V’ = a’G’ + b’d , 
for some integers a’ and 6’. Let us first treat those 1 < i < r. Note that the 
coetlicients of m’x;s on the right hand side are the same. So by comparing 
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coefficients of N’xi, we conclude all [Ai/ are the same. It remains to be 
proven that IAi) = n’ - 1. If not, then Ai = N’ and (6.9) becomes 
ul:=‘:+ 1 Aixi)’ = k - 2,. Note that this equation holds only when s < 1. 
Case (i). s = 0. In this case, we have k - A, = 0. So D is degenerate. 
This is a contradiction. 
Case (ii). s=l. As k-J,#O, it follows that Ar+l-Y,+l=g where 
g2 = 1. By an easy calculation, we get D = (G\N) u {g) which is trivial. 
Again, this is a contradiction. 
Therefore we conclude that IAi) = n’ - 1 for 1 & i < r. Similarly, we can 
prove the corresponding result when r + 1 < i < r + s. 1 
COROLLARY 6.8. pD, is a Menon’s difference set and up to complementa- 
tion, the parameters (m, n, k, I,, AZ) of D is 
(4uz, n, 2u2n - un + 224, (n - 2)(2u2 - u), u2n + 2u - un). 
ProoJ By (6.9) we get 
[px, + ... 
-- 
+/xx,-pxr+l- ... -px,+.12= [pG’-2pDJ2 
=k-A, 
This clearly implies ( px, , . . . . px,) is a Menon’s difference set [4]. Hence 
up to complementation, pD1 is a (4u2, 2u2 - u, u2 - u)-difference set. There- 
fore, we have m = k - ;i, = 4u2 and r = 2u2 - u. Using the relations 1 D,I = 
(n’- l)r+s, ID,/ =n’r, k= /DO} +(p-1) ID,/ and m=r+s, we easily 
prove the last statement, 1 
In view of Lemma 6.7, we can assume D,, = UT= 1 (N’\{ 1 }) yi u 
Uiz;+l {vi}, where yi~N’xi for 1 <i<r+s. 
LEMMA 6.9. Let yi be as defined before. Let ai be the smajlest integer 
such that y;’ E N’. Then 
(i) o(y,) = cli or 
(ii) o(y,) = 2cri and ai is odd. 
Proof Let pi= o(y,)/a,. Suppose o(y,) does not satisfy (i) or (ii). Then 
cp(aiPi) > cp(a,), where cp is the Euler cp-function. Let vi: Z/aiBiZ -+ Z/a,Z 
be the natural epimorphism that sends a + (aiPi) to a + (ai) for all a E 7. 
Clearly the restriction of vi on (Z/~J?~Z)* is a group homomorphism onto 
(Z/a,Z)*. As q$aJi) > q(ai), the kernel is nontrivial. Hence there exists 
1 < u </Ii such that (1 + ua,, aiDi) = I. Obviously, we have { yi, y: +“ai} c 
N’y,. 
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Case 1. 16 i< r. By this assumption, we have yj# Do and 
[N’yi\D,I = 1. But as Dg’= D,, yl fuai$ D,. Thus we find that 
( y,, yi + ua’ ) c N’y,\D,. This is contradiction. 
Case 2. r + 1 <is r + s. In this case, we have ~,ED, and 
jN’y,nD,l = 1. But y,eDO implies yl+U’z~D,,. Thus we find that 
{ y,, y,! +U’l} c N’y,n D,. Again, this is a contradiction. 1 
PROPOSITION 6.10. N is a direct factor of G. 
Proof: It is enough to show that N is a pure subgroup of G by [S, 
Theorem 13.4.11. Let g E G and ga E N for an integer ~1. We need to find 
h E N such that g” = h”. Clearly, g = g’y, for some 1~ i 6 r + s and g’ E N 
(notice that lJ:Lf N’y,= lJ:l; N’xi=G’ which implies U;L; Nyj=G.) If 
y; = 1, then we simply put h = g’. If y: # 1, then by the above lemma, CI is 
odd and yf” = 1. It is easy to see that putting h = g’u: will do. It follows 
that N is a pure subgroup. 1 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.2. 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. The fact that N is a direct factor of G is stated 
in Proposition 6.10. Therefore we can find a subgroup K such that G is an 
internal direct product of N and K. Hence we can assume {x1, x2, . . . . x,+,} 
defined above is actually K. Also, note that as P c N, we have Kc G’. 
By Corollary 6.8, we see that the parameters of D are of the desired form 
and pD, is a Menon’s difference set. So it remains to be proven that D is 
of the form described. Clearly, DI = N’C where Cc K. Since pIK is an 
isomorphism, it follows that C is also a Menon’s difference set in K. By 
usingthefactthatD=D,uU~~,‘D,~‘andD,=(N’C\(g,x,~lQi~r))u 
{ gixi 1 r + 1~ id r + s}, where g, E N’, we prove that D is of the desired 
form. 1 
To completely determine D, we have to find all the g’s. Obviously, gls 
cannot be chosen arbitrarily in N’, since by (6.9), 
[i: g;x,- y gixi]2=k-I,. 
i= 1 ;=r+ I 
(6.10) 
It will be desirable if we have a good control on g,‘s. In fact, we have seen 
in the proof of Lemma 6.9 that o(g,) 1 20(xi). The next proposition states 
a condition under which all g;s are actually 1. 
PROPOSITION 6.11. Zf(lNI, IKI)=l, then D=(N\{l})Cu(K\C). 
Proof As mentioned earlier, we have o(g,) 1 20(xi). Since Menon’s 
difference sets exists in groups of even order only, INI is odd. Therefore, all 
gls must be 1. 1 
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Finally, one would like to ask if D will be of the form (up to complemen- 
tation) (N\{ 1 })Cu (K\C) in general. Unfortunately, the answer is no. To 
prove this, we first state a variation of Proposition 6.1. 
PROPOSITION 6.12. Let G be an abelian group which is an internal direct 
product of subgroups N and K. (Note that G does not necessarily contain a 
cyclic Sylow subgroup.) Suppose there exist a reversible (n, k,, &)-difference 
set B in N and two reversible (4u2, 2u2 - u, uz - u)-difference sets C and C’ 
in K. For any g E N with o(g) = 2, 
D= CBC(K\C)n W\C)ll u C&CW\C) n Cl1 
u C(N\B)CCn C’ll u C(N\B) gCCn (K\C’)ll 
is a reversible difference set in G = NK relative to N with parameters 
m = 4u*, n, k = 2u2n + 2k,u - un, A, = (2~’ - u)(n - 2k,) + 4u2E.,, and A2 = 
u2n - un + 2k,u. 
Proof By Lemma 2.2, it suffices to show that for any character x on G, 
Ixa = 12k,u - unl if XEN’\{L) 2u Jz-q if x$N’. 
Let XEN’\{X~}. Clearly, xB=k,, x(N\B)=n-k, and xg= 1. Also, x 
is not principal on K and hence x(K\C) = -XC = fu. Then we have XD = 
xBx(K\C)+x(N\B) xc= f(n-2k,)u. 
Suppose x# N’. Note that xi?= -x(N\B)= kdm, x(R-2C)= 
+2u, and x(R- 2c’) = +2u. Let us separate the case when ;cg= 1 and 
xg= -1. If xg= 1, then 
XD = x( B(K\C) + (N\B) C) = xs[x(K\C) - xc] 
= xr7 x(R- 2C) = f2u JF-iy. 
If xg= -1, then 
xD=xB[--x(C)+X(C~(K\C’)) 
- x(W\C) n 0 + A(K\C) n (K\C’))I 
=xB[-X([CnC’]u[(K\C)nC’]) 
+x(j:Cn W\C’)I u CM\C)n (K\Wl)I 
=xEx(R-2C’)= i2uJkrl,. 1 
Let us assume G, N, P are as in Theorem 6.2 and K is a subgroup of G 
such that G is an internal direct product of N and K. Suppose C and C’ 
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are distinct reversible (4u2, 224’ - U, u2 - u)-difference sets (note that C’ 
could be a translate of C). Let B = { 1 }. By Proposition 6.12, 
o=CC(K\C)n(K\C’)II”CgC(K\C)nC’ll 
” UN\{1 ))CCn Cl1 ” CW\{gJNCn W\C’)ll 
is a reversible DDS relative to N. In particular, if Cn C’ generates K, then 
it can be shown that the DDS constructed is not of the form 
W\{l>) Cu (K\C). 
7. WEAK MULTIPLIER 
In this section, we study the divisible difference sets D with - 1 as a 
weak multiplier, i.e., - 1 is a multiplier but it fixes no translate of D. 
LEMMA 7.1 (Arasu, Jungnickel, and Pott [2, Lemma 3.81). If there is a 
(m, n, k, ,I,, /I,)-DDS with weak multiplier - 1, then 
k’-&mn=(1,-&)n+k-I.,=O. (7.1) 
Let D be an (m, n, k, A,, I,)-DDS in G relative to N with weak multiplier 
- 1. Suppose DC- ” = Dh for h E G. The condition (Dg)‘- ” # Dg for all g E G 
implies that x2 = h has no solution of x in G. Note that the order of h must 
be even (otherwise, xz = h can have a solution). By taking a suitable translate 
of D, we can assume that o(h) is a power of 2. Then we can write G = 
Hx(h) whereHisasubgroupofG.LetG’=Hx(h2)andD=A+Bh-’ - - 
where A, BcG’. By D’-“=Dh, we have B=A’-“. Thus, 
LEMMA 7.2. N is a subgroup of G’ and 
(7.2) 
(jj-“)* h-’ + AZ/j = A,G’h, (7.3) 
Proof By expanding (A + Ac-‘jhhl)(AC-‘)+ Ah), we have 
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Let JNn G’I = n’. To prove the lemma, it suffices to show that n = n’. Since 
IA I = k/2, by the first equation, we have 
By (7.1), we have either n’ = n or ;1, = A2 = k. For the latter case, D is trivial 
and - 1 is a strong multiplier. l 
THEOREM 7.3. Zf there is a DDS in G relative to N with weak multiplier 
-1, then n=JNJ isapower of 2. 
ProoJ Let p be any prime divisor of n and x 4 Nl be a character of 
order pr. Put z=~(A*h). Applying x to (7.2) and (7.3) we have zZ= 
((k - n,)/2)’ and Z+z =O. These imply z= +((k-1,)/2),/%&D(i) 
where [ is a p’th root of unity. It forces p = 2. 1 
THEOREM 7.4. Zf there is a (m, n, k, ,I,, A,)-DDS with weak multiplier 
- 1 and k - A, not a square, then k = mn/2 and 1, = mn/4. 
Proof: Let K=(h,,Glhf=h and h,g=gh, forallgEG) be agroup 
which contains G as a subgroup. Let x be a character of K. By (7.2) and 
(7.3), we have 
forsomeoddiif x$N’ 
if XE NL\G” 
where 5 is a primitive 8th root of unity. (For x E N’ \G’I, (7.2) implies that 
jx(,?‘)j2 = 4 [(Ai - A,)n + k - A,], which is 0 by (7.1).) Let t be an integer 
relatively prime to mn such that t E 5 mod 8. It is obvious that X(Jh, + 
(Ah,)“‘)=0 for all x$G”. Hence, by Lemma 2.7(i), we have Ah, + 
(,$j,)(“= C?= a.($‘h’ * 0 I i, where a/s are integers. Since Ah,, (Ah,)(‘)c h,G’ 
and AhI #(Ah,)“‘, we obtain Ih, + (Ih,)“‘= G’h,. So k= mn/2 follows by 
counting the elements in both sides of the equation and 1, = mn/4 follows 
by (7.1). I 
From [2, Proposition 2.141, we learn that if there is a reversible 
(4u2, 2u2 - U, tiz - #)-difference set D in a group H, then there exists an 
(8u2, 2, 8u2, 0, 4u2)-DDS in G = iZ4 x H with weak multiplier - 1. Note that 
k-d, = 8u2 is not a square. In the following, we state another family of 
divisible difference sets with weak multiplier - 1 while the parameter k - A1 
is a square. 
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~OPOsrTIoN 7.5 (Dillon [4]). Let f: Hz*+ I + { f 1> be any function 
with f(x+2’)= -f(x) for all x~Z,,+i. Define x Z2’+, --+Zz,+, such that 
7t(2’t) = 2’i where t is odd and ti= 1 mod’2’+‘. Let G = (22,,+1) x Z’2A+~ and 
DC G such that (x, y)~ D if and only if f(z(x+ 1)~) = 1. Then D is a 
(22S, 2, 2=s, 0, 2=“- ’ )-DDS in G relative to N= ((0, 0), (0, 2”)} with -D = 
D + (2, 0). 
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